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국문 초록

   오늘날 지속가능성 달성에 있어서 빌딩 에너지 사용량은 석탄

발전에 대한 의존도 및 온실가스 배출(Greenhouse gas emission) 등

의 요인으로 인해 중요한 위치에 있다. 따라서 자연재해나 기타

인공적 외부적 충격에 의한 빌딩 에너지사용 효율의 변화 역시 관

심을 기울일 필요가 있다. 일반적으로 에너지 사용을 비롯한 도시

활동의 충격과 사후 도시의 회복탄력성에 관한 연구는 자연재해를

중심으로 이루어져 왔다. 한편 2020년 2월 발생한 코로나-19는 지

난 세기 동안 전례 없는 전 세계적인 공중보건의 위기로서 전세계

에서 도시 내 행동양식과 생활의 변화를 초래하였다. 

   한국은 코로나 발생 초기 사회적 거리를 통한 대응을 성공적으

로 실시하였지만, 백신 개발 이후의 회복은 오히려 미국 및 여타

국가에 비해 더딘 편이었다. 그 가운데, 전 세계적으로 경제 및 외

부활동의 규제가 이어지면서 브라질과 인도 등의 국가에서도 코로

나 이후 전기사용량의 감소가 보고되었다. (Carvalho et al., 2021; 

Aruga et al., 2020) 이와 같은 전기사용량의 변화는 경제활동 및

도시민 외부활동의 감소로 인한 것으로 추측할 수 있지만, 코로나

19로 인한 세부적인 도시 내 부문별, 지역별 에너지 사용량의 변

화에 관한 연구는 상대적으로 미흡한 것으로 보인다. 더불어, 과거

에너지 효율에 관한 연구는 주로 빌딩의 물리적 구조적 특성에 집

중하였고, 일부 계약조건 및 기간 등 시장적 특성에 관한 연구가

진행되었다. (Kahn, 2014; Kontokosta, 2012) 따라서, 이 연구는 다

층 모형을 이용하여 행정동 단위의 사회경제적, 지역적 특성을 통

제한 가운데 코로나 전후 기간인 2019년 1월부터 2021년 6월까지

의 서울시 내 빌딩의 지번 단위 전기사용량 데이터를 분석하여, 
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코로나 전후 도시민의 행동양식 및 지역 간 사회경제적 변수 차이

에 따른 에너지 사용량의 차이가 나타났는지를 분석하는 것을 목

적으로 하였다. 이러한 지번 및 건물 단위 에너지 효율의 차이를

코로나19의 영향 변수와 연관 지어 나타냄으로써, 지역 간 사회경

제적, 용도 지역적 특성에 따라 어떠한 차이를 나타내며 회복탄력

성에 있어 차이를 보이는지 또한 알아보고자 하였다. 건물 용도별

전기사용량의 변화를 분석한 결과, 산업용도 건물에서의 전기사용

량은 오히려 코로나 이전보다 증가한 이후 정상 회복되었고, 주거

용도 건물의 전기사용량은 마찬가지로 감소 후 회복하였지만, 상

업용 전기사용량의 경우 경제 상황 악화에 따라 회복이 더욱 더딘

모습을 보여주었다. 이에 대한 주요한 영향은 사회적 거리두기 정

책과 건물 용도에 따른 활동의 차이, 건물구조 및 설계에 따른 에

너지 효율의 차이에 따른 것으로 나타났다. 이와 같은 분석은 향

후 코로나와 같은 공중보건 및 사회적인 충격 상황에서 도시에 나

타날 수 있는 변화 및 지속가능성에 대한 영향을 탐색하는 데 기

여할 수 있을 것으로 기대한다.

주요어 : 서울시, 전기사용량, 지속가능성, 에너지 효율, 코로나-19

학 번 : 2020-23433 
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Electricity is required in all processes of production and 

consumption and thus is sometimes proxied as an indicator of economic 

activity as variables related to consumption may demonstrate immediate 

changes in times of economic shocks or disruption. (Kahn, 2005) Electricity 

use is also directly relevant to greenhouse gas emissions since the 

production of electricity is still heavily dependent on fossil fuels. In South 

Korea alone, 33.3% of electricity production is dependent on coal power 

plants most heavily relied upon followed by LNG, nuclear power plants, and 

renewable energy, respectively. (The JoongAng, 2021) Below graph 

illustrates that although Korea’s electricity generation has grown less 

dependent on fossil fuels, today’s electricity generation still relies heavily on 

coal power generation. 

[Figure 1-1] Power generation by energy source (Unit: Gwh)

On the consumption side, electricity, as often proxied as an 
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indicator of economic activity, is subject to much more instant changes that 

impact the national economy. Following this observation, a number of 

researchers have looked into how energy consumption has changed due to 

the impact of COVID-19 on the world economy, mostly at the domestic 

level. (Carvalho et al. 2021; Aruga et al., 2020) Building energy 

consumption is one major contributor to domestic electricity consumption 

and an indirect source of greenhouse gas emission. While traditionally 

researchers have focused on the electricity consumption and emission by the 

transportation sector, more researchers have paid attention to the building 

sector in recent urban energy research. 

As energy consumption is heavily dependent on people’s behavioral 

patterns and conventions of modern society, public health crises like the 

COVID-19 pandemic have been reported to have caused sharp decline in 

energy consumption in countries like India and Brazil due to country-wide 

measures including lock-downs and social distancing. (Carvalho et al. 2021; 

Aruga et al., 2020) These researches have focused on the recovery of 

energy demand after such strict measures like lockdowns were lifted, and 

revealed that energy consumption has in fact sharply declined right after the 

lockdown and gradually came back to normal as these strict measures were 

removed. 

When COVID-19 outbreak occurred in the first quarter of 2020, 

most countries, out of fear, implemented lockdown measures. South Korea 

adopted strong social distancing measures and was very successful in 

mitigating the spread of the disease in comparison to countries around the 

world in the early development of the pandemic. (The New York Times, 

March 23, 2020) In big cities like New York, strong social distancing 

measures also took place and were carefully observed over the course of the 

pandemic by both private and public sectors. The data available on the 

course of people’s mobility and consumption pattern changes were widely 
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adopted by researchers to show that there is high spatial variability in the 

geography of impact caused by the pandemic. Hong et al. (2020) reveals 

that impact of COVID-19 on people’s mobility and infection rate has been 

varied by income level, and some districts are shown to be more vulnerable 

to the impact of the COVID-19 leaving certain population still more 

vulnerable to the pandemic than those others that are readily able to move 

away from the risky areas, and readily adopt social distancing policies. This 

is likely due to the differences in occupation and disposable income enjoyed 

by the different groups of urban residents in cities like New York. (Hong et 

al., 2020)

Traditional urban energy research on building energy consumption 

often investigated the relationship between building energy efficiency and 

building’s physical characteristics. (Wiedenhofer et al. 2013; Dadzie et al., 

2017; Cortiços et al., 2021; De Seouza et al., 2007; Dodoo et al., 2011; 

Hui, 2001; Kahn et al., 2014) Others have looked at the resilience of cities 

by looking at the impact of natural disasters such as heat waves or floods 

on building energy consumption. (Kahn et al. 2014) While not leaving the 

traditional boundaries of urban energy research, this paper seeks to look at 

how energy consumption patterns adapt to public health crises like the 

COVID-19 during the year 2020 and looks for the signs of recovery in the 

2021 as the vaccination program started in February 2021 in Korea. By 

using multi-level panel regression model using both zip-code level building 

block variables of electricity use and building physical attributes, and linking 

these at the geocoded district level data on the socioeconomic attributes of 

Seoul’s urban neighborhoods and land use categorical variables at the 

building level, I find meaningful associations between building electricity 

consumption and neighborhoods with particular attributes, such as those 

districts mostly populated at night or during the day. While a more detailed 

analysis may be required to shed light on connections between recent 
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behavioral changes observed in urban areas and energy efficiency, an initial 

investigation on the impact of COVID-19 and the electricity consumption 

pattern in Seoul reveals that there was significant decrease in energy use in 

the primarily commercial and public buildings of Seoul whereas others 

including residential and industrial districts have shown slight increase in 

electricity consumption, possibly due to people’s increasing reliance on 

convenient services such as delivery and more time is spent at home due to 

remote work. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review

It is important to look at the established connection between urban 

form and energy consumption which will be discussed in the following 

section of the literature review on urban form and energy consumption. 

Next, recent previous research on the impact of COVID-19 on economy, 

people’s behavioral patterns, and sentiments are reviewed with interest in 

how the revealed dynamics may indirectly affect people’s consumption and 

behavior and are revealed in the electricity consumption patterns. Other 

research that may shed light on this connection between energy consumption 

and behavior are explored in the following section, concluding with literature 

review on larger implications of this research on global sustainability.

Section 2.1. Urban Form and Building Electricity Use

First, I focus on the most self-explanatory yet important aspects of 

building energy use and efficiency, the physical characteristics of the 

building including building height, materials, and building age. These 

physical characteristics are directly relevant to the energy efficiency of the 

building because of their prominent functions such as heating, cooling, and 

ventilation, and more indirect effects coming from the shading effects and 

urban heat island effect arising due to interactions with the surrounding 

environment. (Magli et al., 2015) The following sections look at variables 

including building age, height, materials and structure, FAR and BCR, 

respectively in terms of building energy efficiency. 
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1) Building Age 

As buildings get older, we may naturally expect them to depreciate 

in value due to increased risk of malfunctions or decrease in efficiency and 

user experience from physical deterioration. Research on building’s energy 

efficiency has shown a non linear relationship between building age and 

energy efficiency. It is not necessarily true that older buildings are less 

energy efficient. According to the large scale analysis done on PLUTO 

database of commercial buildings, taking into account various other 

characteristics such as occupancy rate and lease terms, Kontokosta (2012) 

has shown contrasting evidence against linear relationship between building 

age and energy efficiency that buildings that are aged between 41 and 60 

years old and were altered appears to be more energy efficient. In the same 

model, buildings 81 or more years old since retrofitted, were also shown to 

be more energy efficient than those buildings aged between 21 to 41 years 

old. (Kontokosta, 2012) The above conclusion was drawn equally between 

the office buildings and  multi-family buildings in the same sample, and the 

size of the sample is convincing towards the nonlinear curved relationship 

between building energy efficiency and building age. 

Therefore, building age is an important factor to consider in the 

decision to refurbish or demolish, as well as in any retrofit project for 

buildings in terms of expected cost and values generated from the project. 

A study in Australia has also looked at the relationship between building 

age and energy efficiency in the context of evolving technology as buildings 

are construction products that are durable lasting over a decade to century. 

Dadzie et al. (2017) using the data from Australia showed that overall 

buildings of age between 16-30 years are most improved in terms of energy 

efficiency when applied with sustainable technology in comparison to older 

buildings. This is another important implication to consider building age in 
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the study of energy building energy efficiency.

2) Building Height

Building height is of relevance to energy efficiency by means of 

ventilation and its direct relationship with urban density. Urban density has 

many definitions from the simple point density to the counts of units in a 

given area such as number of buildings. Ventilation, shading effects, and 

urban density are all of relevance to building height. If other variables are 

left uncontrolled, building height will most likely be positively related to 

building energy efficiency because of the fixed cost of construction and 

materials and technology applied in the building. Naturally, high skyscrapers 

are furnished with more expensive and durable materials than single family 

houses. Controlling for these other factors may reveal the above-mentioned 

relationship between building height and energy efficiency. 

Building energy efficiency is often a consideration at the pre-design 

stage of building construction (Aaflaki et al. 2014; De Souza et al. 2007; 

Hui, 2001) Microclimate is another consideration affecting the energy 

efficiency relating to building height. (Kalman et al. 2013; Aaflaki et al. 

2014) The heat island effect occurs when urbanized areas experience higher 

temperature due to structures such as buildings, roads and other 

infrastructure absorbing and re-emitting sun’s heat more than natural 

landscapes such as forests and water bodies. (EPA, 2021) Researchers have 

performed simulation studies of different micro-climate effects on urban 

energy efficiency and such studies have reported that mitigation of 

phenomena like the urban heat island effect can achieve significant energy 

savings (Magli et al. 2014), meaning the urban density, as in relevance to 

building height, shall be considered in urban design principles.
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3) Building Material and Structure

Building material is another factor that directly influences energy 

efficiency of buildings through heating and cooling, and ventilation (HVAC). 

Building materials can take up a great share of building energy 

consumption. With the advancing technology, use of more and more 

sustainable and energy efficient materials in building will be increasingly 

important. Furthermore, more restrictions and policy measures will be placed 

on disclosure of building materials and energy efficiency given the 

increasing demand for emission reduction and rigorous goal settings like 

carbon neutrality in terms of global sustainability. (Dakwale et al., 2011; 

Lee et al., 2004) Given this context, much attention has been given to the 

energy efficiency of different building materials along with construction 

design and technology. (Dodoo et al. 2011; Tiwari, 2001; Yuksek, 2015; 

Ananin et al., 2018) More recently, the lifecycle cost of building 

construction materials has been studied extensively to determine which 

materials are most energy efficient and environmentally sustainable from the 

life cycle perspective (Dodoo et al., 2011; Ananin et al., 2018) 

While the analysis of electricity consumption during the twenty 

sixth months before and after the pandemic will not be sufficient to discuss 

all of this idea, I hope to distinguish the direct correlation between building 

material and structure, and the electricity consumption controlling for other 

variables mentioned above. Limited to this purpose of looking at the 

association between building materials and energy efficiency in the time of 

the COVID-19 pandemic, such dynamics of heat transfer or heating and 

cooling effects of various materials are not discussed in detail in this paper.
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4) FAR and Building Coverage Ratio (BCR)

Floor-to-Area-Ratio (FAR) and Building-Coverage-Ratio (BCR) may 

both be viewed as a measure of urban density itself at the scale of a single 

or multiple buildings. FAR may be referred to as a measure of vertical 

density of a building as the greater the far, the more likely is the building 

height greater with additional floors on the building. Building Coverage 

Ratio refers to the ratio of the area covered by the building from the entire 

area the construction occupies. BCR is more relevant to the neighborhood or 

construction density of a number of buildings in the given area whereas 

FAR may be referred to as the density measure of a single building on a 

vertical scale. Given the above definitions, it is not hard to anticipate the 

relationship between the two density measures and building energy 

consumption. For example, the greater the FAR, electricity use per area will 

be smaller with a more compact use of electricity to cover a large area, 

aggregated vertically. With greater BCR, the use of land will be more 

compact, resulting in electricity savings during winter where heating will be 

more efficient with compact buildings. This effect may be offset during 

summer if phenomena like the urban heat island effect occurs. Either way, 

these two urban density measures are relevant to the energy efficiency of 

buildings and thus are included in the analysis of building energy use. 
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Section 2.2. Impact of COVID-19 on Different Types of 

Urban Activities

While a few previous literature have discussed the impact of the 

COVID-19 on the domestic electricity consumption in different countries 

including India, Brazil, and the U.S. (Agdas et al., 2020; Ruan et al., 2020; 

Carvalho et al., 2020; Aruga et al. 2020) The impact of COVID-19 has 

been addressed by researchers in various disciplines. The vast mechanism 

that the pandemic has affected society and the economy shall be understood 

in order to estimate the indirect effects that changes in human behavior may 

be revealed through the observations of our concern, such as electricity 

consumption. 

The fact that COVID-19 is a unique phenomenon that has never 

been experienced in the past century means that this is an unprecedented 

phenomenon in modern society. Therefore, I have included three main 

perspectives where the impact of COVID-19 has been most prominently 

investigated and studied due to the novelty of the situation. First is mobility 

because the changes in people’s mobility during the day and in the 

weekdays due to risks of exposure to COVID-19 affect all other activities 

including consumer behavior at the baseline. Next is the economic impact of 

the COVID. The economic outcome of the COVID-19 outbreak has been 

quickly experienced by the epidemic fear of the disease worldwide as 

countries implemented strict lock-down measures as preemptive actions. 

(Linka et al., 2020) As people’s activity declined and governments imposed 

restrictions such as social distancing, consumption and employment declined 

affecting both sides of the economy and resulting in sharp declines in 

economic activity. (Chetty et al., 2020; Chetty et al., 2020) In other 

disciplines such as psychology and social science, COVID-19 has also been 

studied in the context of Infodemic, a term referring to excessive amounts 
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of information about a problem that is typically unreliable, spreads rapidly, 

making the situation more complex and people more vulnerable to fear and 

uncertainty. These sentimental sides of the COVID-19’s impact is also 

discussed briefly in the following section. 

1) Mobility

Today, the abundance of data and improved technology to record 

and retrieve locational data at ease has allowed researchers to link mobility 

to the study of urban areas. Different mobility patterns may impact the 

city’s sustainability and livability. Furthermore, such granular data can be 

used to measure the different activities or changes of behavioral patterns that 

may arise due to external shocks like the COVID-19 pandemic. A few 

studies have already been conducted using mobility data as an instrument or 

an indirect measure of people’s behavioral changes due to COVID-19. 

(Glaeser et al., 2020; Hong et al., 2020) In South Korea, SKT and KT 

mobile phone POI data are available through public data providing agencies 

such as Statistics Korea (통계청) or Seoul City’s Big Data Center with 

individually identifiable information masked and pre-processed into 

unidentifiable forms. Changes in Mobility after the COVID-19 cannot be 

interpreted solely by looking at the spread of the pandemic. Rather, policy 

measures such as social distancing have been at the core of mobility 

changes in cities. Glaeser et al. (2020) has utilized mobility data in the US 

and New York City to test how effective the restrictions on mobility have 

been in limiting the COVID-19 spread. The study found by instrumenting 

for travel (mobility), that a 27% decline in cases per capita in every ten 

percent fall in mobility, and 17 percent decline in NYC. (Glaeser et al., 

2020) Similarly, using mobility data such as SafeGraph data for NYC, Hong 

et al. (2020) calculated the exposure density to COVID at the granular level 
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to estimate the impact of social distancing and its variations by locational 

and neighborhood disparities present in NYC. This study found that 

neighborhoods with more Hispanic and Black populations were slow in 

responding to COVID-19 infection risk and thus were left more vulnerable 

to the exposure risk to the virus. (Hong et al., 2020) In the study of 

infectious disease  like COVID-19, mobility can be an important factor in 

determining the public health risk and outcomes posed by the disease as 

demonstrated in previous literature. 

2) Economic

The Economic impact of the COVID-19 has been severe worldwide. 

The impact has been felt in macroeconomic dimensions to the daily 

purchases and consumption behavior of people. Chetty et al. (2020) has 

used the private sector consumption and employment data to report on more 

immediate and timely changes in these variables due to the changes in the 

infection rate. A chronological review of the development of the COVID-19 

in the US at the zip code level revealed that there was a sharp decline in 

consumption from the more affluent areas that resulted in unemployment of 

low-skilled workers from these districts first, followed by subsequent decline 

in revenues, and closing of stores, partially due to government restrictions 

due to COVID-19. The dynamics explored in the study of changing patterns 

in the economy due to COVID-19 may be identified in other parts of the 

world, and shed light on the economic prospect in the face of large-scale 

public health crises like COVID-19. While this study does not look at the 

direct economic impact of the COVID by exploring such variables as 

consumption, spending, and store purchases and revenues, changes in the 

electricity consumption in neighborhoods primarily occupied by varying types 
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of buildings - commercial, residential, industrial, and others - may implicitly 

reveal the changing trends in the economy and activities in Seoul as did in 

US cities.

3) Sentimental

Sentimental changes of people due to COVID-19 is of concern to 

social scientists. Apart from the granular locational data available to today's 

social scientists, twitter and social media data are also available at ease 

through adoption of computer programming and computational skills in the 

study of social science. It would be reasonable to expect changes in 

people’s general sentiments during the COVID-19 epidemic as the world has 

lost many lives, and partially due to the COVID-19 Infodemic, described 

earlier in the above section. A number of studies have examined the impact 

and risk of such changes in people’s emotional health during the time of 

the pandemic. (Gallotti et al. 2020; Meltzer et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2021) 

Sentimental aspects of people’s daily life can lead to increased or decreased 

activity. In 2020, South Korean media also employed a term called ‘Corona 

blue’ to refer to the syndrome where people start to neglect their social life 

and feel depressed from the restrictions on outside activities due to the high 

infection risk. Therefore, a sentimental analysis of how COVID-19 has 

impacted the mood of urban residents may also have implications on 

changes in urban and residential energy consumption due to decreased 

outside activities. In the broader terms of lifestyle literature, emotional and 

sentimental aspects can have significant impact on people’s behavior which 

may in turn be reflected in energy consumption patterns. The lifestyle and 

behavior aspects of energy consumption will be covered in more detail in 

the following section. 
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Section 2.3. Behavioral Patterns and Electricity Use in 

Urban Environments

While some previous research focused on the predictive power of 

income on energy consumption, it is increasingly clear that the electricity 

consumption pattern depends marginally on income, and much more on 

lifestyle factors. (Schipper et al. 1989; Sanquist et al., 2012) A factor 

analytic approach in determining the indicators that influence residential 

energy consumption in the US has resulted in a few major factors 

influencing household electricity consumption patterns, which are 

air-conditioning, laundry, PC and television use, and climate – the 

aforementioend five factors explain more than 40% of variance in the 

residential electricity use (Sanquist et al., 2012). The study by Sanquist et 

al. (2012) demonstrates that electricity consumption is governed by 

sociodemographic and behavioral patterns, while likewise being influenced by 

income and residential locational variables as minor predictors of the 

consumption patterns. According to this study, the area of residence also 

implicates on the energy consumption patterns of those living in the house 

in association with the number of family members, etc.

Lifestyle is broadly defined as modes of existence accomplished by 

individuals or groups through socially recognized and culturally legible 

patterns of action. (Gossard, 2000) Bedir & Kara (2017) is another study 

which demonstrates that behavioral patterns and lifestyles result in significant 

variance in the energy use of residential households in the Dutch context. In 

this study, household size, income, education, dwelling type, age, hours of 

working outside are all included as variables that significantly affect 

household level electricity consumption. While these do not provide concrete 

evidence on how the lifestyle factors influence energy consumption as did 

the factor analysis based on survey data, the sociodemographic variables are 
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proven proxies of household level electricity consumption, plausibly due to 

the variations in lifestyle choices influenced by these factors.

There is rich literature covering the relationship between lifestyles 

and electricity consumption, and this relationship is also changing over time 

with the improvement of technologies as lifestyles are fluid with changes of 

trends, always adapting to the new norms of society. For example, it is 

evident from previous research and data that the electricity consumption 

from PC use and electronic devices are ever increasing. With the increasing 

need to operate cloud-based internet-dependent technologies and software, the 

demand for digital infrastructure will likely increase in the next decade. 

Furthermore, bitcoin and cryptocurrencies are also under scrutiny for their 

indirect contributions to climate change as the underlying pipelines for 

generating the currency are contributing to much increased electricity use by 

these systems. (The New York Times, 2021) Following these new 

technologies and changing lifestyles, it will be increasingly important to 

assess the relationship between lifestyle factors and electricity consumption 

in the developing litterateur on electricity consumption. 
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Section 2.4. Electricity Use and Global Sustainability

The previous discussion of how new technologies and changing 

lifestyle influence the energy consumption pattern is not irrelevant to the 

discourse on global sustainability and climate change. An earlier question 

posed by the media on the impact of bit-coin on climate change brings to 

light how our lifestyle choices are integrated into the energy consumption 

decisions and its impacts on the planet. The global sustainability impact of 

power generation is under scrutiny by climate researchers and social 

scientists since the world economy is heavily dependent on electricity 

generation and consumption. (Barros et al., 2015)

The earlier discussion of the high correlation between lifestyles and 

energy consumption rather than income alone demonstrates that there is 

considerable room for energy reduction without adversely affecting the social 

well-being of people. (Mazur and Rosa, 1974; Sanquist et al., 2012) As 

power generation will ultimately shift from the change in energy demand, it 

will be especially important to heed the challenges and opportunities in the 

consumption side of the energy market for sustainable transitions. The 

“nudges and edges” for this type of transition can be effectively facilitated 

by policies that influence or limit household choices of lifestyles that 

influence energy consumption patterns.

In this respect, COVID-19 has posed both opportunities and 

challenges in terms of moving towards global sustainability because some of 

the unintended changes in lifestyles and social norms in fact have 

contributed in favor of green transitions. The stopping of factories in China 

have more than marginally contributed to the air quality felt in other parts 

of Northeast Asia and the World. This research aims to focus on the 

relationship between the socioeconomic and spatial variability in the 

electricity consumption before and after the COVID-19 pandemic between 
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the year 2019 and 2021. The following analysis addresses the socioeconomic 

and building characteristic factors that influence energy efficiency and 

consumption, which will give direct and indirect insight into social 

transitions to a greener society.
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Chapter 3. Energy Use Intensity between 2019 and 

2021 by Sector

In this section, I discuss the general time trend analysis of 

electricity consumption in Seoul by sector. The most common way to 

demonstrate the changes of electricity is by plotting the percentage change 

in electricity use by year at each month. Figure 2 ~ 4 illustrate the 

percentage change in monthly electricity use at each different time period. 

There is rise in the industrial electricity use from January through April 

2020, compared to previous year 2019. The residential electricity use have 

declined all throughout 2020 in comparison to 2019 whereas in other land 

use types, excluding the industrial use, the electricity use has largely 

remained constant while slightly declining plausibly due to the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

[Figure 3-1] Percentage change in electricity use by land use between 2019

and 2020
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Commercial electricity use has also declined at 25 to 40 percent 

between 2020 and 2021, meaning the lack of activity in the commercial 

districts is persistent as indicated by the constant decline of electricity use 

[Figure 3-2] Percentage change in electricity use by land use between 2019

and 2021

[Figure 3-3] Percentage change in electricity use by land use between 2020

and 2021
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in these areas. However, the electricity use in the residential sectors and of 

buildings categorized as ‘Others’ (mostly public buidings and animal 

husbandry facilities) either did not change much or increased in comparison 

to the last year’s data.

The breakdown of per area electricity consumption by sector in 

Figure 2 demonstrates that the industrial electricity consumption is the most 

intensive use of electricity among the four areas of electricity consumption, 

divided by land use categories: Industrial, residential, commercial, and others. 

After the industrial sector, the electricity consumption by the commercial 

and residential sector appears relatively modest as these facilities would shut 

down during the nighttime and only a few will operate 24 hours. 

[Figure 3-4] Monthly electricity use by sector between 2019 and

2021
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[Figure 3-5] Monthly electricity use by building use type

Figure 3-5 shows the per square meter electricity consumption by 

different building types. Here, a more detailed overview by building type 

was used. For example, mixed use buildings, warehouses (industrial), and 

others in this graph also follow the same pattern as that of the Industrial 

sector in Figure 3-4. The peak in energy use between July and September 

seems to reflect the cooling need of some of these facilities during summer 

- seasonality should be taken into consideration in further analysis of this 

breakdown of trends. The breakdown of electricity consumption at the 

building type level also shows a similar divide between the trend-line of 

industrial buildings; and residential and commercial buildings. 
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Section 3.1. Residential Sector

Residential buildings alone show a different pattern of electricity 

consumption between January 2019 and June 2021. Seasonal changes are 

minimal during the year 2020, while in 2021, the electricity consumption 

recovers and shows a sharp increase from April 2021. This is most 

prominent in the non apartment buildings starting in April, and while less 

prominent, still present in the apartment buildings. The sharp increase in 

electricity consumption among non-apartment buildings show that apartments 

and condominiums are generally more efficient than single or multi-family 

houses in conserving electricity, though this observation needs to be 

corroborated using further analysis. Electricity use in officetel buildings1) 

also appears more efficient than those recorded in condominium buildings 

potentially due to the more compact designs that officetel buildings adopt as 

these suites are mostly occupied by one-person households.

Because of the gap in overall electricity use and efficiency among 

three different types of residential buildings, the annual variations within 

each different building type is not clear except for that of non-apartment 

buildings. Figure 4 shows the electricity consumption per square meter in 

apartment buildings in Seoul. The general trend of electricity use between 

non-apartment and apartment buildings are similar suggesting that the 

baseline differences arise from seasonal and monthly variations in electricity 

consumption. Only in 2020, the electricity consumption has declined between 

May and October. 

1) Officetel buildings refer to the type of apartment condominum buildings that are 
mostly designd for and occupied by one-person households or those urban residents 
with office jobs located in the urban centers. 
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[Figure 3-6] Monthly electricity consumption by building

type in the residential sector

The only difference between the years 2019 and 2020 will be the 

major disruption in society caused by the COVID-19. As reported in other 

countries, Korea’s electricity consumption may also have been affected by 

COVID-19 in places like Seoul where economic activity is high at 

business-as-usual. In big cities, the residential occupancy rate may also be 

affected by the economic health of the city. For example, one explanation 

for decreased electricity consumption in the year 2020 could be college 

students moving back to their homes in other cities. Total of 68 colleges 

are located within Seoul which is almost four to five times greater than the 

number found in other major cities in Korea. During COVID-19 many 

educational institutions including colleges and universities changed to remote 

learning from classroom lectures and did not require physical attendance for 

students enrolled in their programs. This may have affected the decrease in 

the energy consumption as less people would have incentives to stay in 

Seoul with educational and employment opportunities in decline.
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[Figure 3-7] Monthly electricity consumption by apartments

in Seoul 2019.01~2021.06

Next, I generated the trend line for apartments by a smaller 

breakdown of building story counts or building height. When classified by 

building height low, medium, and high, energy consumption in the low-story 

buildings are most prominent among the three apartment types classified by 

building heights. Following the convention in the real estate market in 

Korea, low story apartments are classified as those six stories and under, 

medium stories are those below thirteen stories, and high as thirteen stories 

and over. Apparently, in the following Figure 5, low story buildings 

consume more per square energy than middle and high story apartment 

buildings.
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[Figure 3-8] Monthly electricity use in apartments by height

(Low, Medium, High)

In order to discern the seasonal and monthly energy consumption 

variations present in the middle and high story apartments, each category 

was graphed on the same scale separately in Figure 6 ~8. Only in low 

story buildings is electricity consumption shown a sharp increase in April 

2019, a pattern similar to that observed in industrial buildings. The relative 

electricity consumption patterns by months observed in medium and high 

story apartments are very different from those observed in low story 

apartment buildings. The electricity consumption appears very high during 

the winter, similar to the peak observed during the summer according to 

cooling and air conditioning demands. This can be attributed to the different 

building design and ventilation system in these apartment types. For 

condominiums whose story count is greater than 6, it is more likely that the 

apartment will have an integrated heating and cooling system, which will be 

in use at the building level, apart from individual household decisions to 
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turn on and off heating or cooling. In the apartment with story count over 

6, it appears that the electricity consumption is greater during the winter 

than in the summer, especially during the summer of 2020 when 

COVID-19’s impact was severe across the country and social distancing 

measures were most strict.

[Figure 3-9] Monthly electricity use in apartments of six

stories and under

It may be due to the economic shocks from the COVID-19 

pandemic that the electricity consumption in 2020 appears very low 

throughout the year since after May, while slightly recovering after October 

2020. The electricity consumption recovery appears rather sharp in high 

story condominiums than in middle story condominium buildings. In 2021, 

since vaccinations programs started from February in Korea, the electricity 

consumption in the residential buildings seem to show a recovering pattern 

as well with the increase due to seasonality observed starting in April and 

May.
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[Figure 3-10] Monthly electricity use in apartments from 7 to 12

stories

[Figure 3-11] Monthly electricity consumption in apartments of

13 stories and over
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An overview of the monthly trends in electricity consumption by 

residential buildings show variability among building height, and between 

apartments and non-apartment buildings. Apartments are generally more 

efficient than single or multi-family houses in electricity consumption, and 

high story apartments appear to spend more energy per square meter 

compared to low and medium height apartments. The increase in electricity 

use in the summer and greater use of electricity in 2020 implies more 

people have stayed at home during summer in 2020. 
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Section 3.2. Commercial Sector

[Figure 3-12] Monthly electricity use by building use type in the

commercial sector

The electricity consumption by the commercial sector appears more 

consistent over the years in comparison to the residential sector. The 

building type with most electricity consumption is mixed use, which is a 

combination of different commercial building and neighborhood facility 

types, mostly indicating a combined use of partly residential and commercial 

buildings occupied by self-employed businesses. These units appear less 

energy efficient than the large scale buildings including retail, hotels, and 

office buildings. Office buildings spend more electricity than the retail and 

hotel businesses following the breakdown as appears in Figure 9. However, 

the seasonal and monthly trends in the electricity consumption appear more 

constant in the commercial sector between years and throughout the season.
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[Figure 3-13] Monthly electricity use by type in the commercial

sector excluding retail

Excluding retail, Figure 10 shows the breakdown among hotels, 

offices, and mixed use buildings. The most energy efficient buildings are 

hotels and hospitality businesses, whereas the trend line in 2020 seems to 

be smoothed out between June through September in both mixed use and 

office buildings. It is natural to observe more consistency in energy 

consumption between years and throughout the year in commercial than 

residential sectors since the service industry will require fixed costs in 

maintaining business as usual unless businesses are forced to close. Business 

closures are unlikely to be captured by variables such as electricity 

consumption per area since these counts will likely not be observed or be 

removed in pre-processing of the samples due to outlier issues. 
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Section 3.3. Industrial and Others

Industrial sector uses electricity much more heavily than the 

commercial and residential sector, and per square meter use of electricity is 

highest in factories followed by warehouses. There was a sharp increase in 

electricity consumption between April and May 2019 on the production side. 

This implies that macroeconomic factors in the raw material market may 

have been a factor in the drastic change in electricity consumption in 

addition to seasonality. The same pattern, though less drastic, was observed 

in the residential and commercial sector as well. This may implicate the 

need to include macroeconomic variables such as interest rates and exchange 

rate, and oil price into the regression analysis of these variables on the 

electricity consumption. 

‘Others’ in the building sector were categorized by including 

buildings that are neither residential nor commercial or industrial. The 

general electricity consumption patterns recorded for the ‘Others’ category 

appears similar to the pattern observed in commercial sector buildings, and 

mixed use buildings. 
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[Figure 3-14] Monthly electricity use in industrial building types:

Factory and Warehouses
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[Figure 3-15] Electricity use in ‘Others’ category of buildings in

Seoul

So far, I have conducted some visualization of electricity 

consumption trends between 2019 and 2021. There is a difference in 

patterns between the residential and commercial, and industrial electricity 

use; and among the residential buildings, while low story buildings show 

electricity consumption patterns similar to those of commercial buildings and 

others, medium and high story buildings show different patterns, including 

more moderate seasonal curves generated over the period when COVID-19 

pandemic was most severe. While these patterns are only preliminary in 

terms of providing solid insights, the trend line analysis reveals the changes 

in electricity consumption pattern before and after the COVID-19 and among 

different sectors of building energy consumption. 
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Chapter 4. Seasonality Analysis of Monthly 

Electricity Use by sector

In order to detect the more precise trends of changes in electricity 

consumption in Seoul, seasonality decomposition was conducted using time 

series decomposition of Python’s Kats module. The module allows easy time 

series analysis of chronological data, and allows outlier and change detection 

using Bayesian online change point detection. The characteristics of this 

model are described in further detail in the sections included in this chapter. 

Electricity consumption data is generally subject to influence by 

seasonality as energy demand varies by seasons, especially in countries like 

Korea, which has four seasons. Due to the heating and cooling needs in the 

summer and winter times, gas and electricity demand can vary significantly 

by season as illustrated in Figure 4-1.

Electricity is less influenced by seasonality than gas, but it does 

show variability between seasons. Time series analysis of electricity 

consumption over the twenty six months before and after the COVID-19 

pandemic reveals a generally decreasing trend in electricity consumption over 

the year 2020, and in some sectors a slow recovery starting in 2021. This 

is equivalent to analysis found in other countries, which have implemented 

similar restrictions due to public health risks posed by COVID-19.
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[Figure 4-1] Electricity and gas use in Seoul in 2019 by four

seasons (Top: electricity; Bottom: gas)
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Section 4.1. Decomposition

Time series decomposition was conducted on electricity consumption 

by four building use types: Commercial, Industrial, others, and residential. 

After the initial categorization, ‘others’ categories showed a very similar 

trend as the industrial sector and it was shown that a great proportion of 

buildings included in the ‘Others’ category were public buildings and animal 

husbandry facilities - showing a clear decrease in pattern. In the following 

analysis, a time series decomposition of the electricity consumption by four 

different land use types was conducted. 

[Figure 4-2] Time Series Decomposition of Commercial Electricity Use in

Seoul

In the commercial building energy consumption, after removing 

seasonality using the decomposer function in Python Kats module, it shows 

an overall decreasing trend over the twenty six months during which 

COVID-19 occurred. The decrease in commercial electricity consumption 

started roughly in the beginning of 2020, which is at the advent of the 
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COVID-19 pandemic. 

[Figure 4-3] Time Series Decomposition of Industrial Electricity Use in

Seoul

The industrial electricity use shows a different pattern from that of 

the commercial sector while eventually industrial electricity consumption 

decreases as well, it shows a slight peak point around when COVID-19 

started in early 2020, perhaps as industries adapt to changing norms of 

work and lifestyle choices reflected in consumption patterns - these would 

include increased demand for delivery services as well as teleworking. 

Residuals are also less consistent in the industrial electricity consumption, 

showing signs of external shock other than COVID-19, as also noted in the 

earlier time trend analysis. This may be due to the fact that replacing 

occupants is not easy in the industrial sector due to long lease and contract 

terms and idle time may arise in times of economic downturn. In the 

commercial sector, on the other hand, idle time is less likely, as in bustling 

cities like Seoul the real estate market is more flexible than that of 

industrial sectors, and occupancy rate is higher as well. In Figure 16. 
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‘others’ category mostly composed of animal husbandry facilities show a 

similar trend as the industrial sector, but with the decreasing demand 

following the economic shocks created by COVID-19 the downturn in the 

consumption pattern is clearer than the industrial sector plot. 

[Figure 4-4] Time Series Decomposition of Electricity Use for ‘Others’

category in Seoul

Residential electricity use as appears in the decomposer plot in 

Figure 17 shows also a gradual downward trend over 2020, and there is no 

sign of recovery yet until June 2021, until the time reported in our dataset. 
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[Figure 4-5] Time Series Decomposition of Residential Electricity Use in

Seoul

Time series decomposition of building electricity consumption in 

Seoul shows a clear decrease in electricity consumption due to COVID or 

general downturn in the economic activities in the city due to social 

distancing and other restrictions taking place. Next, the following analysis 

will look at whether there is an evident change point in the consumption 

pattern by all four sectors. 

Section 4.2. Bayesian Online Change Point Detection 

(BOCPD)

Bayesian online change point detection (BOCPD) performs change 

point detection to show any significant time series changes over the period 

of observation. The algorithm is developed by Adams & McKay (2007). 

This is a simple change point detection method to tell whether the new 

values are improbable, when compared to a Bayesian predictive model, built 
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from previous observations. (Adams & McKay, 2007)

The BOCPD graph in Figure 18 shows the detection plot of change 

points in others and industrial electricity consumption. There was no change 

point detected in the residential and commercial sector using the same 

algorithm. In the industrial sector, the change point was also noted in the 

time trend analysis, and there was a sharp increase in the electricity use 

around April and May of 2019. It is unlikely that this has any influence 

from the COVID-19 outbreak as this is over six months prior to the event. 

The sudden increase in industrial electricity suggests a macroeconomic shock 

affecting the trend of electricity consumption. 

On the other hand, there was a sharp decrease in electricity 

consumption in the public buildings and animal husbandry facilities starting 

in early 2021. This may be due to the economic downturn experienced in 

2020 as it gradually influenced the market for animal husbandry goods and 

some businesses went to closing at renewal in 2021. This largely remains a 

conjectural conclusion of the change point detected in the animal husbandry 

sector and needs to be corroborated by using more real evidence such as 

survey data or economic analysis of the markets for these goods. 

[Figure 4-6] BOCPD detection plot of ‘Others’ and industrial electricity

consumption
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Section 4.3. Outlier Detection

The Python Kats module also provides an easy outlier detection 

module, and the following analysis was conducted on all four sectors - only 

the commercial sector proved to show outliers detected in August and 

October of both 2019 and 2020. This is likely due to a market-bound issue 

related to the commercial or retail sector that is not captured in seasonality 

analysis. It is hard to conclude from the current analysis and the dataset 

what may be causing these outliers in the electricity consumption in the 

commercial sector. This calls into another question in the commercial 

electricity consumption in Korea in terms of periodic changes or market 

conditions for retailing, and other commercial services in Seoul.

[Figure 4-7] Outlier detection and interpolation plot for

commercial electricity consumption of Seoul
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Section 4.4. Summary

The time series analysis of Seoul’s sectoral electricity consumption 

pattern shows that the general trend of consumption has decreased over the 

year 2020. In the industrial sector, there was an increase in the energy 

consumption immediately following the COVID-19 outbreak, possibly 

reflecting the industries’ effort to adapt to changing social norms and 

increased competition among certain actors. However, as economic activities 

decline, there is a clear downward trend in all four sectors though varying 

in points where the general decline starts in each of the sectors. 
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Chapter 5. Research Design

In the following section, I will discuss the analytical model used in 

this study as well as a detailed description of the dataset used. While 

energy consumption is only a proxy variable for economic shocks or 

changes in the behavior of urban residents, it brings more direct and 

important implications regarding energy efficiency of cities and buildings. 

Therefore, in the dataset used, I have included the structural and regulatory 

characteristics of buildings to control for those factors that more directly 

influence the energy consumption and energy efficiency to control for these 

factors. The following section explains the sources and pre-processing of the 

dataset of this study.

Section 5.1. Data

The dataset used in this study relied on the public data widely 

available to citizens from the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and 

Transportation (MOLIT). MOLIT manages three major websites and portals 

that are used for citizens to access the real estate, and land and building 

data, which also include the Geographic Information System (GIS) data of 

the national building stock and percels, updated on a regular basis (MOLIT, 

2021). Among the original dataset that includes over 4,000,000 records of 

monthly electricity use by zip codes in Korea (approximately at each of the 

building levels), I have sampled a set of 100,000 addresses in each month 

to account for any fluctuations in the overall stock in the market and focus 

on the changes in the electricity consumption patterns. Some of the missing 

data were eliminated during the coding process, and the entire dataset used 

in the analysis consists of a total of 2,885,117 records approximately 
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containing around 99,000 buildings per year for electricity consumption. 

Section 5.2. Variables

Below, Table 1 describes the variables included in the statistical 

analysis of the dataset using the multilevel regression model. Therefore, the 

set variables described in Table 1 has two levels of analysis; one is at the 

zip code level where the original data on building addresses were complied, 

and the other is at the dong-level which used Haengjungdong (행정동) as 

the next unit of analysis instead of Bupjeongdong(법정동). Korea has 

multiple administrative boundaries depending on which ministry or 

government body is responsible for the statistical records on district-level 

conditions and population reports. Haengjungdong (행정동) is most 

commonly used unit of analysis for urban researchers since the record of 

population and other district-level variables are mostly available at the 

Haengjungdong level. Therefore, Haengjungdong will be hereafter referred to 

as ‘district’ following the convention in the English language.
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Dependent Variables

Electricity Use per square meter (KWH per month)
Log Electricity Use per square meter (KWH per month)
Electricity use per household/family (KWH per month)
Log Electricity use per household/family (KWH per month)

Explanatory Variables
(Question Predictors)

C O V I D - 1 9
related variables

COVID-19 counts
(Monthly counts of COVID-19 infection

S o c i a l
Distancing

Number of Days under each social
distancing level (restrictions: 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5
-> later changed to 1, 2, 3, 4)
(Monthly)

Independent Variables

Physical
Characteristics

Building cover ratio(건폐율, %)
FAR(용적률, %)
층고(building height, m) / 층수(story cnt)
Structural codes/names
Roof names/codes
(10. Concrete, 20. Kiwa (Korean brick),
30. Slate, 90. Others)
elevator (1. Yes, 2. safety only, 3. no, 4.
na)
Building age (YM year - date open)
energy level recorded (1. yes, 2. no)
eco-friendly level recorded (1. yes, 2. no)
smart building score recorded (1. yes, 2.
no)

Land Use
Characteristics

Land Use
(1. Residential, 2. Commercial, 3.
Industrial, 4. Others)
Residential Building by building height
(Table 2)
quarterly land price by zip-code
(individual level)

Neighborhood
(Spatial)
Characteristics

by district(행정동)
Daily population at 3 and 9pm
Percentage of elderly population
Percentage of households in each 20%
Income intervals (Bottom 20% ~ top
20%)
Gender Ratio (Male to Female)
Percentage of one-person households
Percentage of four-person households

Control Variables
Macroeconomic
Variables

Exchange rate
Interest rate

[Table 5-1] Variables
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For a more detailed analysis of energy use in Seoul, the building 

use was further categorized under the sectoral distinctions made by building 

use types. Under residential building, the units were divided into apartment 

buildings and non apartments, and apartments were further categorized by 

building story counts, using the convention from the Korean real estate 

market, as described in Table 2. Commercial buildings were further 

categorized into officers, non-office buildings, and hotels. Industrial facilities 

were divided between factories and warehouses. Others were all other types 

of buildings not included in the aforementioned categories, including the 

public institutions and publicly-owned facilities as well as animal husbandry 

facilities. 

The Korean building database from MOLIT records buildings that 

externally report on the legal disclosure of their energy efficiency. The two 

most popular certification systems used in Korea are first, energy efficiency 

level certification (에너지효율성등급), and second, green building 

certification (그린건축물인증). While these are the most popular 

certification programs in Korea, there still are less than 10% of the 

buildings certified by these programs in the entire sample of less than 

99,000 building data collected on a monthly basis. Therefore, it was not 

statistically meaningful to include this variable for the following statistical 

analysis. However, the researcher has tried to combine all data related to the 

regulatory disclosures of building energy efficiency into a single categorical 

variable relating to compliance, and this variable was composed using five 

different scores. No score was assigned if no certification information was 

available from the building; score one is assigned if the building is certified 

in a single program; two if both; and three as the highest score if the 

building recorded above Green building level 3 and Energy efficiency level 

1 (there are three ranks above the classification 1 in energy efficiency 

certification level) The compliance score variable was included in the third 
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model specification of the multilevel regression analysis. Table 5-3 and 

Table 5-4 show the detailed classification of Korea’s energy efficiency 

certification and green building certification programs. Structural codes and 

roof codes are also included in the analysis of energy use efficiency of 

buildings. The categorical definition of structural codes are described in 

Table 5-5. 

Notes: *The categorization of &educational& and &non-educational& buildings  

under &Others& was eliminated during the pre-processing stage of research. 

Use1 Use2 by Story Count

Residential APT(condominiums) 1. low (1-6), 2. medium (7-12), 3. high(13

and over)

　 non APT 1. low (1-6), 2. medium (7-12), 3. high(13

and over)

Commercial Office

　 Non Office 　

　 Hotel

Industrial Factory 　

　 Warehouse 　

Others *Educational Includes Public buildings and facility;

Animal husbandry facilities　 *Non-Educational

[Table 5-2] Breakdown of secondary building use under sectoral categories
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Notes: The criteria are legally established in Korea based on the regulatory 
standards for energy efficiency certification of buildings from MOLIT and is 
managed and supervised by the Korea Energy Agency (한국에너지관리공단)

Classification

(Residential

and new) Levels Scores
Excellent

(최우수) Green Level 1 74 or above
Exceptional

(우수) Green Level 2 66 or above
Good

(우량) Green Level 3 58 or above
Fair

(일반) Green Level 4 50 and above

[Table 5-3] Green building certification level for buildings in

Korea (녹색건축물 인증등급표)

Levels

Residential Buildings Non-residential Buildings
연간 단위면적당

1차에너지소요량(kWh/㎡ per year)

연간 단위면적당

1차에너지소요량(kWh/㎡ per year)
1+++ below 60 under 80
1++ over 60 under 90 over 80 under 140
1+ over 90 under 120 over 140 under 200
1 over 120 under 150 over 200 under 260
2 over 150 under 190 over 260 under 320
3 over 190 under 230 over 320 under 380
4 over 230 under 270 over 380 under 450
5 over 270 under 320 over 450 under 520
6 over 320 under 370 over 520 under 610
7 over 370 under 420 over 610 under 700

[Table 5-4] Energy Efficiency Level Certification Levels for Buildings in

Korea (에너지효율성등급표)
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Notes: Structural codes used in the zip code/address level data of Seoul&s 
buildings; roof codes are in Appendix Table 1.

Section 5.3. Preliminary Statistics

Energy efficiency is often measured by per-area electricity 

consumption, and sometimes using per family or household electricity 

consumption. Therefore, I calculated both per area and per family electricity 

consumption and per area electricity consumption in two units: square meters 

and pyeong, a Korean unit of area frequently used in the real estate market. 

Table 1 reports the per area and plain electricity consumption in kilowatts 

per hour and area by square meters. Additionally, land price per square 

meter is included in the table as the unit of analysis for the variable is at 

the zip code/address level, same as the electricity consumption. 

Primary Category Structure Type Notes(비고)

1 조적 구조 Masonry Structure

2 콘크리트구조 Concrete

3 철골 및 강구조 Steel and pipe structure

4 철골콘크리트구조 Steel reinforced concrete

5 목구조 Wooden structure

9 기타구조 Others

[Table 5-5] Structural codes
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Notes: eluse_pa stands for kwh per square meter; eluse_pp kwh per pyeong; 
eluse_pf kwh per family; *lpinsqm is added in this table for land price as the 
unit of analysis for lpinsqm is zip code equal to electricity use.

As outlined in Table 1 of variables, the explanatory variables are 

largely composed of three factors that would influence building electricity 

consumption. First is the building’s physical and structural characteristics. 

Second is the neighborhood socioeconomic factors such as population 

density, income level, and the proportion of elderly population living in the 

area. The land price per square meter and land price increase rate are also 

included in the analysis and the last set of explanatory variables for the 

electricity consumption in Seoul are composed of macroeconomic variables 

including the interest rate(기준금리), exchange rate, and land price increase 

rate, mentioned above. Land price and land price increase rate are included 

in the analysis to account for its close correlation with the spatial variability 

Commercial

N mean sd min max

elcty kwh 2595572 10865.01 86248.822 1 17175906

eluse pa 2595572 18.378 416.957 0 110578.34

lpinsqm* 2595572 7683441.8 7367567.4 9570 2.07E+08

Industrial

elcty kwh 48940 59368.166 510851.41 1 16942865

eluse pa 48940 330.65 9213.253 0 431459

lpinsqm* 48940 5454138.2 3708196.1 23200 37750000

Others

elcty kwh 208720 24304.419 194782.37 1 11930616

eluse pa 208720 443.902 25898.924 0 2173154

lpinsqm* 208720 5666108.8 5425500.3 18100 1.83E+08

Residential

elcty kwh 31885 14322.795 44207.203 1 779904

eluse pa 31885 13.237 86.959 0 3120.138

lpinsqm* 31885 5386067.5 4105336.5 26500 63240000

[Table 5-6] Summary Statistics of per-family and per-area(㎡) electricity
consumption by sector
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of the regional socioeconomic characteristics. However, since these variables 

are already included in the model, it is considerably less important than 

having been used as a single socioeconomic factor in the analysis.

Commercial
N mean sd min max

bdage 2471139 29.735 14.631 0 909
story 2590194 1.087 0.321 1 3
complian 2595572 0.002 0.059 0 3
eflevel 2595572 1.002 0.065 1 5
eelevel 2595572 0.003 0.11 0 6
far perc 2595572 139.925 1010.461 0 294393
bcover ratio 2595572 36.577 369.195 0 79095

[Table 5-7] Summary Statistics for structural variables for

Commercial Buildings of Seoul

Industrial
bdage 45849 28.722 17.568 0 91
story 48576 1.165 0.5 1 3
complian 48940 0.012 0.165 0 3
eflevel 48940 1.012 0.172 1 4
eelevel 48940 0.017 0.257 0 4
far perc 48940 106.297 143.747 0 599.88
bcover ratio 48940 30.013 25.894 0 99.31

[Table 5-8] Summary Statistics for structural variables for Industrial

Buildings of Seoul
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Notes: &Others& categories include publicly-owned buildings and animal 

husbandry facilities.

Others
bdage 202517 22.967 13.123 0 108
story 208331 1.111 0.339 1 3
complian 208720 0.011 0.155 0 3
eflevel 208720 1.015 0.206 1 5
eelevel 208720 0.015 0.248 0 6
far perc 208720 141.372 131.448 0 2399.99
bcover ratio 208720 40.62 181.236 0 15019

[Table 5-9] Summary Statistics for structural variables for Buildings

of Seoul in &Others& category*

Residential
bdage 25254 14.478 11.881 0 83
story 31272 1.548 0.676 1 3
complian 31885 0.01 0.119 0 2
eflevel 31885 1.005 0.089 1 3
eelevel 31885 0.017 0.251 0 6
far perc 31885 282.616 190.2 0 1141.3
bcover ratio 31885 49.104 18.74 0 116.52

[Table 5-10] Summary Statistics for structural variables for

Residential Buildings of Seoul
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As outlined in Table 1 of variables, the explanatory variables are 

largely composed of three factors that would influence building electricity 

consumption. First is the building’s physical and structural characteristics. 

Next, the neighborhood socioeconomic characteristics, which are at the 

district level and are controlled using fixed effects at the district level in the 

following multilevel analysis. Finally, macroeconomic variables, interest rate 

and exchange rates are included in the model to control for any other 

external shocks related to the economy as domestic energy production 

depends heavily on imported fuels. 

Next, pairwise correlation charts were drawn between the above 

outlined variables and electricity use as the dependent variable. Table 12 

shows the correlation chart between the structural variables and the 

electricity use per square meter. This preliminary analysis shows that the 

electricity use efficiency of Seoul’s building is greater in bigger and taller 

buildings; a slight negative correlation is observed between FAR, BCR and 

the electricity use per area. There is almost no plain correlation observed 

Obs Mean SD Min Max
q1perc 2880474 0.22295 0.077218 0 0.418832
q2perc 2880474 0.212131 0.055382 0 0.378354
q3perc 2880474 0.204776 0.029186 0 0.275807
q4perc 2880474 0.185087 0.03885 0 0.304442
q5perc 2880474 0.170916 0.115511 0 0.711838
popltn 2817457 24258.22 9535.258 262 57256
popden 2817457 22603.76 11461.37 285 57502
onephhr 2880474 46.31182 14.28523 7.73697 80.87547
fourphhr 2880474 13.55781 5.796456 2.485889 42.39806
lp3 2880474 36149.24 29175.54 2648.005 193502.7
lp9 2880474 30252.21 16231.13 3414.933 117495.8

eldratio 2880474 15.22295 3.218229 6.79248 33.21555

[Table 5-11] Summary Statistics for Neighborhood characteristics

variables of Seoul at zip code-district level
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between the researcher’s compliance variable indicating the extent to which 

the buildings adapt to the energy compliance and disclosure regulation by 

the government. Interestingly, the pairwise correlation between the building 

age and energy use is negative, meaning that older buildings show greater 

energy conservation, perhaps due to reasons cited by Kontokosta (2012) that 

renovated older buildings are more energy efficient that newer buildings. 

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

(1) eluse_pa 1.000           

(2) elevator -0.001 1.000          

(3) rooftype 0.001 -0.016 1.000         

(4) strtype 0.002 0.111 0.183 1.000        

(5) bdage -0.006 -0.089 0.079 -0.043 1.000       

(6) story -0.002 0.398 -0.062 0.111 -0.259 1.000      

(7) complian 0.000 0.099 0.002 0.016 -0.056 0.085 1.000     

(8) eflevel 0.000 0.132 0.000 0.024 -0.050 0.091 0.833 1.000    

(9) eelevel 0.000 0.063 0.000 0.008 -0.050 0.066 0.881 0.548 1.000   

(10) far_perc -0.001 0.039 -0.019 0.017 -0.071 0.097 0.009 0.009 0.008 1.000  

(11) bcover_ratio -0.001 0.003 -0.004 0.004 -0.039 0.011 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.008 1.000

[Table 5-12] Pairwise Correlation of Building Physical Characteristics

with Electricity use per square meter
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Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

(1) eluse_pa 1.000             

(2) q1perc -0.008 1.000            

(3) q2perc -0.009 0.816 1.000           

(4) q3perc -0.009 0.304 0.511 1.000          

(5) q4perc 0.001 -0.627 -0.394 0.208 1.000         

(6) q5perc 0.012 -0.808 -0.871 -0.509 0.394 1.000        

(7) onephhr -0.007 0.701 0.600 0.356 -0.670 -0.562 1.000       

(8) fourphhr 0.012 -0.742 -0.691 -0.499 0.554 0.683 -0.936 1.000      

(9) lp3 0.000 -0.027 -0.141 0.039 -0.205 0.159 0.372 -0.244 1.000     

(10) lp9 -0.002 -0.105 -0.096 0.058 -0.099 0.140 0.220 -0.118 0.868 1.000    

(11) eldratio -0.007 0.332 0.129 0.073 -0.009 -0.267 -0.025 -0.147 -0.237 -0.375 1.000   

(12) cvcasecnt -0.002 0.001 0.004 0.005 -0.001 -0.003 0.000 -0.001 -0.030 -0.056 -0.004 1.000  

(13) covidseoul -0.001 0.000 0.004 0.005 -0.001 -0.003 0.000 -0.001 -0.030 -0.056 -0.004 0.980 1.000

[Table 5-13] Neighborhood Variables Pairwise Correlation
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The pairwise correlation of macroeconomic and neighborhood 

characteristic variables show equally relevant statistics to give insights to 

which variables to include in the final multilevel regression analysis. It is 

already quite clear from the preliminary analysis that the electricity use in 

the year 2020 showed a decreasing trend that is continuing up to 2021. 

However, the spatial variability in the analysis of this trend is yet 

unrecognized. Therefore, The following regression analysis intends to 

investigate the effect of COVID-19 at the subregional and sectoral level for 

the building scale electricity use. 

Section 5.4. Methodology

The main analytical methods used to reveal any meaningful 

relationships between spatially varied variables and the electricity use in 

Seoul is the multilevel regression model. Because the time period of the 

analysis spans only twenty six months - that is two years and half, this 

makes the adoption of the multilevel model easier with a simple separation 

of year and month variables as dummy, and instead using the district level 

panel variables at the Korean dong(행정동) level. The model specifications 

Variables eluse_pa lpinsqm lpr interestr krwuse rate
(1) eluse_pa 1
(2) lpinsqm -0.012 1
(3) lpr 0.005 0.205 1
(4) interestr 0.017 -0.057 0.22 1
(5) krwusd -0.004 -0.039 -0.063 0.22 1
(6) rate -0.008 0 -0.073 -0.382 -0.743 1

[Table 5-14] Macroeconomic Variables Pairwise Correlation
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include the COVID-19 counts as one of the main question predictors with 

subsequent addition of other variables from the physical/structural, 

neighborhood, and finally, macroeconomic factors. Using interaction terms in 

the analysis of this model can reveal more relevant insights in regards to 

the increase of COVID-19 with spatially varied characteristics. 

For example, the effect of COVID may have been felt more 

severely in areas with higher elderly persons ratio. This question can be 

answered by incorporating the interaction term between COVID-19 counts 

and elderly persons ratio at the district level. Similar analysis will be 

performed for each land use category variable given the address-level 

granular nature of the raw data. The model specifications used in the 

analysis of this study is described further in the following section with the 

descriptions of the econometric models used. 

Section 5.5. Multilevel Regression Model 

The multilevel regression of building electricity use in Seoul takes 

the following equation 1.1 in the initial regression analysis. The COVID-19 

case count and its interaction term with other variables are added in the 

following analysis after the initial one with just the COVID-19 case count 

and the year and month dummy. I note that the COVID-19 case count used 

in this model only looks at the overall counts of the infected population 

within Seoul. The national counts were excluded from the analysis after a 

preliminary regression of both counts. The interaction terms used with the 

equation 1.2 are interaction terms between each sectoral variable and the 

covid case count, as well as some of the socioeconomic variables including 

the elderly persons counts. 
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As the neighborhood characteristic variables are composed of factors 

that are more relevant to spatial variability in the residential sector. In fact, 

the interaction term between sectoral variables and covid social distancing 

levels show significant outcomes only with interaction terms between 

residential sector and social distancing level 1.5 and 2 - this result is 

described more in detail in the results section. Accordingly, the next set of 

analysis focuses on the residential sector buildings. The final analysis  

incorporates interaction variables such as story count as categorical variables. 

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)
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This part of the analysis only looks at the data from the residential 

buildings and apartments (1.3). 
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Chapter 6. Results

The initial model 1.1 using only the COVID variable and the year 

and the month dummies do not result in meaningful results and thus is 

summarized briefly in Appendix Table 4. While the decreasing trend in 

2020 is clear from the time trend analysis, it is not statistically relevant to 

the increase of COVID-19 counts. When the categorical variables for social 

distancing and sectoral variables are inserted in the model as interaction 

terms, this results in significant decrease in electricity consumption in 

residential buildings at social distancing level 1.5 and 2. While an increase 

is observed at social distancing level 1. The overall count of COVID-19 

infection is also negatively correlated with electricity use and this outcome 

is statistically significant.

Among the independent variables, as structural and physical 

characteristics are added into the model specification, they both result in 

statistically significant correlation with the building energy use, and proves 

effective in revealing the indirect impact of COVID-19 on the energy use of 

Seoul. (Table 16) When the analysis is narrowed down to only residential 

buildings, the output with new interaction term with building stories reveal 

that residential areas populated with apartments of medium heights show 

significant decline in electricity use, while no significant changes are 

detected among other types of residential building areas. Furthermore, BCR 

is positively correlated when regressed only using the residential buildings. 

This seems to show that residential buildings other than high story 

apartments as they show less vertical density and are priced higher than the 

middle story apartments, are less affected by the impact of the COVID-19. 

Part of this comes from the urban landscape where low story apartments are 

located together with neighborhood facilities and commercial stores more 

densely than the high story apartments, and the mixed use stores run by the 
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self-employed are more susceptible to the shock brought on by public health 

crises like COVID-19. 

The interaction term of middle story apartments and social 

distancing levels showing significant negative correlation show that the 

residential changes in electricity consumption, significant in the outcomes of 

Model 3 are mostly from these densely populated residential areas where 

occupants can move out quickly and are mixed with commercial stores. The 

regression analysis was conducted using a random effects model as the 

Hausman test resulted in high p-value and chi-square values, meaning the 

random effects model is more appropriate for the analysis with input 

variables in the model. (Appendix Table 2 and 3) 

Among the structural variables, elevator count was negatively 

correlated with electricity consumption, which is rather self-explanatory. In 

the regression with only residential apartments and buildings, building age 

was also positively correlated with per area electricity consumption. These 

outcomes are summarized in Table 17. 

The present analysis reveals that the social distancing restrictions 

have been a greater influence in the changes in energy use than the 

COVID-19 count itself. While these two variables are closely related, they 

have different mechanisms that supposedly affect people’s behavioral 

patterns. COVID-19 counts, as it is reported on a real time basis in Korea 

via text messages and the internet, could be a proximate measure of 

people’s fear of infection, which is a psychological factor. On the other 

hand, the social distancing levels put actual restrictions on the times and 

spaces that people are able to permeate within the urban land, and this can 

have more tangible impact on people’s behavioral patterns - this also seems 

valid in the results of our multilevel regression model with interaction term 

between social distancing and residential sector variable. 
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Covid-19 case count in 
Seoul

-0.0003 -0.0004 -0.2404*** -0.2199***

(0.00) (0.01) (0.04) (0.04)
Year dummy (2019, 2020, 
2021)

¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Month dummy (1~12) ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡
Elevator: over 3 elevators -253.1133*** -279.1954*** -280.3006***

(47.95) (48.16) (48.16)
Structure type: 2. Concrete -15.3566 35.7564** 35.7336**

(14.19) (14.37) (14.37)
Structure type: 3. Steel & 
pipe

106.4941*** 168.5784*** 168.6277***

(26.49) (26.80) (26.80)
Structure type: 4. Steel 
concrete

217.7285*** 279.4453*** 279.3400***

(38.86) (39.19) (39.19)
Structure type: 5. Wooden 20.7216 9.2040 9.1505

(34.11) (34.15) (34.15)
Roof type: 2. Kiwa (Korean 
traditional block)

19.5785 -12.8855 -12.8451

(24.76) (24.82) (24.82)
Roof type: 3. Slate 16.3097 -11.2699 -11.1052

(38.64) (38.86) (38.86)
Roof type: 4. Other roof 
types 

-157.6266*** -190.8056*** -190.7494***

(19.16) (19.25) (19.25)
Building Age -3.0411*** 0.0518 0.0526

(0.38) (0.39) (0.39)
Story: 2. Medium (7~12) -139.5598*** -61.3829*** -61.4294***

(17.74) (18.13) (18.13)
Story: 3. High (13 and 
over)

-83.4569* 125.3859*** 125.5814***

(43.31) (44.25) (44.25)
Floor-to-Area Ratio -0.0055 -0.0038 -0.0038

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Building Cover Ratio -0.0143 -0.0107 -0.0107

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Log(land price) -274.2913*** -271.9375***

(11.24) (11.25)
Log(land price) * Covid-19 cnts 
Seoul

0.0154*** 0.0141***

(0.00) (0.00)
One-person household ratio 123.8567* 123.7299**

(67.24) (62.70)
Four-person family ratio 372.9748*** 372.6869***

(139.06) (129.66)
Log (daily population at 
3PM)

-8.8728 -5.4174

(119.20) (119.15)
Log (daily population at 32.5812 30.4947

[Table 5-14] Multi-level regression output by different model specifications
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Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

9PM)
(110.18) (110.16)

Exchange rate -0.3639 -0.3426
(4.94) (4.94)

Land use: 2. Industrial 186.5749*** 154.5607***
(34.62) (43.73)

Land use: 3. Residential -36.2596 -41.0527
(45.36) (59.89)

Land use: 4. Others 214.8488*** 262.0121***
(16.69) (21.13)

Social Distancing Level 1.0 -4.4928 -2.0356 -6.9436
(21.90) (40.60) (40.82)

Social Distancing Level 1.5 0.0726 4.5287 25.1202
(43.11) (50.31) (50.64)

Social Distancing Level 2.0 -3.4740 -0.4980 13.4912
(36.67) (45.28) (45.50)

Social Distancing Level 2.5 -0.0662 4.1624 12.0515
(47.84) (50.37) (50.69)

Industrial * SDLv.1 58.2414
(97.36)

Industrial * SDLv.1.5 99.8232
(138.17)

Industrial * SDLv.2.0 88.6344
(100.87)

Industrial * SDLv.2.5 95.2840
(134.37)

Residential * SDLv.1 -0.0410
(120.48)

Residential * SDLv.1.5 21.3917
(194.28)

Residential * SDLv.2.0 12.1915
(135.62)

Residential * SDLv.2.5 32.0079
(177.27)

Others * SDLv.1.0 51.0799
(47.71)

Others * SDLv.1.5 -311.8220***
(68.76)

Others * SDLv.2.0 -213.5325***
(49.95)

Others * SDLv.2.5 -130.0860*
(66.56)

Interest rate -0.9780 -0.7307
(38.73) (38.73)

Constant 402.5704 521.7919 -6,604.7529 -6,648.9971
(365.60) (355.74) (4,863.38) (4,537.61)

Observations 2,885,117 2,736,436 2,732,052 2,732,052
Number of hjdcode 425 425 423 423
Sigma_u 7579.981 7312.8078 7108.7185 6627.2265
Sigma_e 6765.3538 6927.3376 6931.7573 6931.7169
Rho .5533 .5270 .5126 .4775
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Chapter 7. Conclusion

This study aims to draw connections between the COVID-19 

pandemic and the changes in the electricity consumption by sectors over the 

twenty six months before and after the COVID-19 outbreak. Studies on 

COVID-19 and the energy use around the globe have shown that due to the 

effect of strict social distancing and lock down policies, domestic energy 

consumption has sharply decreased immediately following the COVID-19 

outbreak and showed gradual recovery over time. In Korea, because social 

distancing was relatively successful in terms of preventing further spread of 

COVID-19, the country did not take a drastic measure such as lock down, 

which may have been a major disruption in the energy market as well. 

Instead, the gradual shift in people’s behaviors and changing social norms 

likely have caused the energy demand and consumption pattern to shift 

downward, as the decline in electricity consumption over the course of 

COVID-19 pandemic demonstrates. 

The electricity use decline was most affected by social distancing 

around densely populated areas where residential density is high. This 

outcome is not self-explanatory given the status quo where an increasing 

number of people are working from home. However, the occupancy rate of 

the highly residential areas with lower rent and housing price may have 

decreased with COVID-19. For those tenants occupying this area mostly 

composed of young job-seekers and students are prone to moving out when 

activities in the city are restricted by social distancing, not to mention the 

high infection risk from the COVID-19 pandemic. 

On another note, the initial observation from the electricity use 

change by land use categories revealed that the industrial use of electricity 

has shown a different pattern from the rest of the areas mostly located in 

around urban centers. The electricity use in the factories and industrial 
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facilitates rather increased from the impact of the COVID for those facilities 

located within the boundaries of Seoul. The per area electricity use from the 

industrial facilities are the greatest use of electricity among all others, and 

thus the opposite impact of the COVID-19 on the electricity use on these 

facilities were striking. One explanation would be the increase in the home 

delivery services and logistics facilities operating near Seoul. 

Following the given outcomes, a sub-regional analysis of COVID-19 

counts and social distancing with neighborhood characteristics to show 

variability among regions in the mobility and economic activity shall reveal 

a more salient influence from the COVID outbreak on the movement and 

changed lifestyles of the urban residents. If data were available to report on 

the changes in the activity regarding within-city transportation, it may have 

revealed a more interesting insight regarding energy use changes due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, given the changes in the behavioral norms – yet, this 

study was included in the current research design. With this unanswered 

task, it comes to question if the decrease in the building electricity use has 

necessarily been beneficial to overall emission impact the electricity had 

over the last three years. In this light, it will be important to be able to 

measure the changes in emission from transportation over the time period 

concerned if further research should be conducted on energy use of Seoul. 
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Abstract

Changes in the Electricity Use Intensity 

in Seoul City before and after the 

COVID-19 pandemic

Name Lee, Hanna

Urban and Regional Planning, Dept. of Environmental 

Planning

The Graduate School of Environmental Studies

Seoul National University

   The means by which the energy use intensity is affected by different 

shocks, natural and artificial are of primary concern to today’s urban 

sustainability as building and residential electricity use contribute indirectly 

to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and global warming. While the shocks 

related to energy use intensity have been studied in the context of natural 

disasters such as flood or heat waves, COVID-19, which occurred in the 

advent of the year 2020 is a major public health crisis that had a 

worldwide economic impact and casualties. South Korea is one of the 

countries that were earlier successful in the mitigation of the disease by 

strict social distancing policy, but was weaker in recovery following the 

release of COVID-19 vaccines. Electricity use has mostly decreased 

worldwide as nationwide shutdown and closings were announced on stores 
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and commercial entities by the public health risks posed by the rapid spread 

of the COVID-19 virus. A few academic works have reported on the 

countrywise decrease in electricity use in both Brazil and India (Carvalho et 

al. 2021; Aruga et al., 2020). While this is a reasonable impact of 

COVID-19 due to the decrease of commercial and economic activities 

around urban residents, a more detailed analysis on the implicit effects of 

COVID-19 on electricity use intensities in urban landscapes have been scare 

in literature, as the energy use intensity have been explored mostly in the 

context of buildings’ physical attributes, lease and contract terms, and 

zoning-related regulatory aspects rather than behavioral patterns associated 

with locations or demographic compositions. (Kahn, 2014; Kontokosta, 2012) 

Therefore, in this paper, I chose land use characteristics attached to building 

addresses as the main explanatory variables to explain the indirect impact of 

people’s behavioral changes due to COVID-19 on the energy use intensity 

of buildings in both predominantly residential and commercial spaces in 

Seoul, Korea. The multi-level analysis using the zip-code level building 

energy use data and the dong (district) level demographic and socioeconomic 

data reveal the spatial variability in the changes in electricity use due to  

the COVID-19 outbreak between 2019 and 2021. While greater social 

distancing levels were associated with decreased level of electricity use, the 

land use categories used in the analysis revealed that there was increase in 

the industrial electricity use, which came back to normal over time since the 

COVID-19 outbreak, and the electricity use in these areas have incrased 

with increasing severity of the pandemic, while in the urban centres, there 

was an opposite trend of decreased electricity use by increased COVID-19 

case counts and social distancing levels. 

Keywords : Seoul City, Electricity Use, Energy Efficiency, COVID-19

Student Number : 2020-23433
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Appendix 

Appendix Figure 1. Histogram of Seoul apartment by story counts 
(building heights)
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Appendix Figure 2. No outlier detected in Industrial electricity plot

Appendix Figure 3. No outlier detected in &Others& electricity plot
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Appendix Figure 4. No outlier detected in Residential electricity plot
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Appendix Table 2. Result of Hausman test for Model 1 specification
Hausman (1978) specification test 

Appendix Table 3. Result of Hausman test for Model 2 specification
Hausman (1978) specification test

Test variables   Coef.

Chi-square test value 3.821

 P-value 0.993

Test variables   Coef.

Chi-square test value -12.925

P-value 1
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Appendix Table 4. Regression output of Model 1 Specification 
variables

VARIABLES (1)
Electricity use per square meter

COVID-19 count in Seoul -0.0003

(0.00)

Year 2020
-0.1508
(10.16)

Year 2021
-16.1805
(21.91)

February
-3.6919
(18.10)

March
-6.0911
(18.09)

April
-7.3066
(18.08)

May
-4.9348
(18.01)

June
-0.7148
(18.03)

July
8.1869
(20.20)

August
14.0190
(20.48)

September
3.8403
(20.29)

October
-4.2137
(20.23)

November
-6.2052
(20.62)

December
-1.5889
(25.68)

Observations 2,885,117

Number of 행정동 425
sigma_u 7521.816
sigma_e 6765.354

rho .55279891 (fraction of variance due to u_i)
Standard errors in parentheses
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Appendix Table 5.A. Summary Statistics of Gangnamgu 
Socioeconomic Variables

Appendix Table 5.B. Summary Statistics of Gangdonggu 
Socioeconomic Variables

강남구
N mean sd min max

q1perc x 259699 0.165 0.063 0.041 0.31
q2perc x 259699 0.17 0.057 0.046 0.249
q3perc x 259699 0.196 0.042 0.08 0.247
q4perc x 259699 0.174 0.017 0.121 0.23
q5perc x 259699 0.294 0.156 0.121 0.712
Popltn 259699 26863.235 7317.537 6670 44475
popden 259699 18246.359 8909.38 5252 39728
onephhr 259699 45.635 15.974 7.737 70.316
fourphhr 259699 15.236 7.611 5.031 42.398
lp3 259699 74415.008 46239.02 5621.078 193502.66
lp9 259699 48440.706 24696.429 5852.941 117495.78
eldratio x 259699 12.942 2.946 8.691 25.725

강동구
q1perc x 82579 0.172 0.057 0.081 0.254
q2perc x 82579 0.185 0.048 0.089 0.241
q3perc x 82579 0.217 0.029 0.136 0.245
q4perc x 82579 0.208 0.022 0.173 0.28
q5perc x 82579 0.218 0.113 0.104 0.471
Popltn 82579 29651.006 8610.215 262 46868
popden 82579 28568.451 9182.357 285 43241
onephhr 82579 37.43 9.32 16.303 68.862
fourphhr 82579 16.855 5.491 8.383 32.331
lp3 82579 30557.188 10691.302 5610.046 50662.535
lp9 82579 34207.943 11907.209 7190.482 58029.742
eldratio x 82579 14.908 1.501 9.794 33.216
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Appendix Table 5.C. Summary Statistics of Gangbukgu Socioeconomic 
Variables

Appendix Table 5.D. Summary Statistics of Gangseogu Socioeconomic 
Variables

강북구
q1perc x 91866 0.284 0.035 0.119 0.329
q2perc x 91866 0.254 0.024 0.132 0.278
q3perc x 91866 0.206 0.009 0.181 0.222
q4perc x 91866 0.178 0.025 0.144 0.248
q5perc x 91866 0.078 0.038 0.049 0.317
Popltn 91866 24680.699 4386.869 16544 32118
popden 91866 24906.295 11093.467 2050 51803
onephhr 91866 43.739 7.124 21.485 53.196
fourphhr 91866 12.536 2.664 9.263 26.953
lp3 91866 23061.389 6176.335 9426.081 34570.887
lp9 91866 26051.676 6682.225 10341.048 38497.07
eldratio x 91866 19.312 1.7 12.626 24.355

강서구
q1perc x 108092 0.184 0.055 0.069 0.324
q2perc x 108092 0.225 0.046 0.11 0.285
q3perc x 108092 0.209 0.02 0.163 0.237
q4perc x 108092 0.222 0.025 0.168 0.286
q5perc x 108092 0.16 0.091 0.068 0.386
Popltn 108092 33397.878 11323.197 14588 53380
popden 108092 28257.775 15212.269 2542 48442
onephhr 108092 38.863 9.962 19.681 62.355
fourphhr 108092 15.82 5.434 7.719 27.281
lp3 108092 29071.342 10951.262 9133.912 63866.727
lp9 108092 31586.399 11228.132 9395.073 56452.461
eldratio x 108092 13.999 2.825 8.157 24.042
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Appendix Table 5.E. Summary Statistics of Gwanakgu Socioeconomic 
Variables

Appendix Table 5.F. Summary Statistics of Gwangjingu Socioeconomic 
Variables

관악구
q1perc x 157700 0.278 0.05 0.16 0.376
q2perc x 157700 0.291 0.049 0.153 0.378
q3perc x 157700 0.206 0.014 0.179 0.233
q4perc x 157700 0.148 0.04 0.09 0.242
q5perc x 157700 0.077 0.047 0.028 0.255
popltn 157700 24750.289 5663.568 15711 36325
popden 157700 27321.616 14333.91 3001 52370
onephhr 157700 60.774 13.718 29.453 80.875
fourphhr 157700 8.604 4.182 2.486 20.254
lp3 157700 23145.729 9053.565 6693.395 55700.418
lp9 157700 26412.348 6459.067 8238.826 40368.309
eldratio x 157700 13.264 2.706 8.413 21.922

광진구
q1perc x 101240 0.222 0.07 0.074 0.345
q2perc x 101240 0.215 0.05 0.075 0.29
q3perc x 101240 0.238 0.031 0.137 0.276
q4perc x 101240 0.179 0.038 0.103 0.224
q5perc x 101240 0.147 0.108 0.047 0.516
popltn 101240 23590.014 5027.129 11913 35619
popden 101240 26094.058 9602.458 10830 41596
onephhr 101240 48.442 14.796 18.158 78.01
fourphhr 101240 12.653 6.27 3.766 33.499
lp3 101240 23625.699 8454.401 12888.232 47867.543
lp9 101240 26597.337 8738.124 15104.982 51261.84
eldratio x 101240 13.076 2.121 8.791 15.503
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Appendix Table 5.G. Summary Statistics of Gurogu Socioeconomic 
Variables

Appendix Table 5.H. Summary Statistics of Geumcheongu 
Socioeconomic Variables

구로구
q1perc x 83429 0.228 0.074 0.08 0.404
q2perc x 83429 0.221 0.036 0.112 0.268
q3perc x 83429 0.208 0.017 0.173 0.239
q4perc x 83429 0.204 0.04 0.114 0.276
q5perc x 83429 0.139 0.077 0.041 0.375
popltn 88072 28442.995 6295.742 14263 39755
popden 88072 27870.249 11484.118 9100 54415
onephhr 83429 41.417 12.446 21.988 66.206
fourphhr 83429 14.521 5.132 5.644 25.113
lp3 83429 28383.643 16651.043 9050.383 75318.977
lp9 83429 26318.732 8517.113 7747.239 42227.16
eldratio x 83429 15.245 1.945 10.314 17.581

금천구
q1perc x 61855 0.23 0.03 0.145 0.285
q2perc x 61855 0.223 0.029 0.159 0.266
q3perc x 61855 0.235 0.015 0.182 0.255
q4perc x 61855 0.184 0.028 0.137 0.247
q5perc x 61855 0.128 0.047 0.071 0.281
popltn 61855 29126.337 9480.479 11285 44191
popden 61855 20900.22 7783.51 10307 34443
onephhr 61855 47.739 12.143 23.881 71.095
fourphhr 61855 12.352 3.509 5.805 22.338
lp3 61855 37450.714 33487.155 8541.49 113114.92
lp9 61855 27201.253 11682.948 9323.429 45776.465
eldratio x 61855 14.286 2.944 9.871 19.576
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Appendix Table 5.I. Summary Statistics of Nowongu Socioeconomic 
Variables

Appendix Table 5.J. Summary Statistics of Dobonggu Socioeconomic 
Variables

노원구
q1perc x 64953 0.212 0.048 0.102 0.29
q2perc x 64953 0.197 0.027 0.111 0.232
q3perc x 64953 0.198 0.013 0.148 0.227
q4perc x 64953 0.216 0.021 0.184 0.304
q5perc x 64953 0.178 0.064 0.108 0.407
popltn 60405 29424.541 7812.068 17631 40360
popden 60405 25314.142 15482.752 5918 56357
onephhr 64953 34.932 6.772 15.462 44.874
fourphhr 64953 19.102 4.406 14.242 36.626
lp3 64953 30127.304 9679.151 11147.303 54479.867
lp9 64953 33914.521 9937.445 15004.664 49837.676
eldratio x 64953 15.415 2.631 7.943 21.911

도봉구
q1perc x 64559 0.239 0.051 0.128 0.305
q2perc x 64559 0.245 0.035 0.168 0.291
q3perc x 64559 0.203 0.009 0.188 0.219
q4perc x 64559 0.204 0.031 0.165 0.28
q5perc x 64559 0.108 0.058 0.042 0.257
popltn 64559 23509.585 4804.162 14402 29912
popden 64559 26946.943 12313.505 2501 42371
onephhr 64559 34.396 5.193 17.783 39.713
fourphhr 64559 16.175 3.335 12.046 26.111
lp3 64559 18062.222 4850.248 9023.755 30908.238
lp9 64559 20516.136 5264.616 11316.675 33942.199
eldratio x 64559 18.604 2.778 13.846 24.165
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Appendix Table 5.K. Summary Statistics of Dongdaemungu 
Socioeconomic Variables

Appendix Table 5.L. Summary Statistics of Dongjakgu Socioeconomic 
Variables

동대문구
q1perc x 144165 0.275 0.093 0 0.399
q2perc x 144165 0.226 0.057 0 0.278
q3perc x 144165 0.182 0.045 0 0.216
q4perc x 144165 0.158 0.052 0 0.226
q5perc x 144165 0.107 0.046 0 0.205
popltn 144165 28190.847 7005.846 12663 39287
popden 144165 25135.65 5881.072 16662 36433
onephhr 144165 47.122 10.465 28.107 64.312
fourphhr 144165 12.971 3.75 8.164 19.275
lp3 144165 31631.741 11228.695 11685.08 53404.566
lp9 144165 29532.396 7720.434 14059.46 41697.293
eldratio x 144165 16.699 2.84 11.453 23.835

동작구
q1perc x 85464 0.219 0.04 0.154 0.313
q2perc x 85464 0.195 0.031 0.152 0.378
q3perc x 85464 0.202 0.018 0.184 0.234
q4perc x 85464 0.194 0.021 0.09 0.226
q5perc x 85464 0.191 0.061 0.028 0.279
popltn 85464 29693.993 9347.804 13512 46840
popden 85464 26430.119 8200.079 10057 42360
onephhr 85464 43.305 6.909 32.308 80.875
fourphhr 85464 14.744 3.236 2.486 20.21
lp3 85464 28577.243 11162.24 6269.542 50914.934
lp9 85464 31906.607 11394.076 8211.676 53735.969
eldratio x 85464 15.446 1.579 8.413 18.885
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Appendix Table 5.M. Summary Statistics of Mapogu Socioeconomic 
Variables

Appendix Table 5.N.  Summary Statistics of Seodaemungu 
Socioeconomic Variables

마포구
q1perc x 154108 0.221 0.053 0.112 0.334
q2perc x 154108 0.209 0.037 0.111 0.261
q3perc x 154108 0.215 0.024 0.162 0.238
q4perc x 154108 0.185 0.026 0.126 0.234
q5perc x 154108 0.17 0.088 0.085 0.402
popltn 154108 24137.697 6316.792 10326 40669
popden 154108 21126.157 7962.853 3809 38366
onephhr 154108 51.097 10.48 31.106 66.709
fourphhr 154108 11.656 4.129 7.067 21.058
lp3 154108 47562.383 33613.563 9130.523 108925.81
lp9 154108 43432.482 28704.62 9942.412 103413.53
eldratio x 154108 13.495 1.086 11.468 15.942

서대문구
q1perc x 89101 0.262 0.056 0.133 0.346
q2perc x 89101 0.234 0.043 0.139 0.292
q3perc x 89101 0.196 0.013 0.166 0.216
q4perc x 89101 0.175 0.041 0.114 0.245
q5perc x 89101 0.134 0.066 0.056 0.311
popltn 89101 25721.793 7565.738 14334 39105
popden 89101 19070.941 10928.218 8765 40255
onephhr 89101 48.956 16.064 22.461 74.17
fourphhr 89101 12.695 5.122 5.091 24.347
lp3 89101 40145.46 25585.786 5080.526 102791.32
lp9 89101 34391.204 15247.878 7738.938 72431.195
eldratio x 89101 14.831 3.671 9.121 20.999
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Appendix Table 5.O. Summary Statistics of Seochogu Socioeconomic 
Variables

Appendix Table 5.P. Summary Statistics of Seongdonggu 
Socioeconomic Variables

서초구
q1perc x 138096 0.131 0.03 0.04 0.199
q2perc x 138096 0.145 0.034 0.057 0.197
q3perc x 138096 0.188 0.031 0.102 0.25
q4perc x 138096 0.204 0.022 0.144 0.242
q5perc x 138096 0.333 0.099 0.168 0.638
popltn 138096 26831.128 7977.294 11991 44890
popden 138096 14746.236 9499.684 1431 36043
onephhr 138096 36.731 7.212 14.288 45.653
fourphhr 138096 18.261 3.833 13.522 32.856
lp3 138096 51654.66 24239.505 7777.075 102725.06
lp9 138096 37645.519 12224.092 8852.738 65320.891
eldratio x 138096 13.276 1.613 10.025 16.098

성동구
q1perc x 93012 0.227 0.065 0.126 0.419
q2perc x 93012 0.23 0.04 0.13 0.319
q3perc x 93012 0.193 0.014 0.152 0.209
q4perc x 93012 0.194 0.032 0.107 0.256
q5perc x 93012 0.155 0.074 0.029 0.35
popltn 88337 16851.67 5110.839 11143 27588
popden 88337 18340.783 10483.798 5508 57502
onephhr 93012 45.463 9.308 24.758 70.444
fourphhr 93012 13.559 2.824 6.774 21.938
lp3 93012 26301.368 11825.974 8438.599 58164.523
lp9 93012 21454.465 4903.977 8780.873 34060.309
eldratio x 93012 14.301 1.414 10.729 15.982
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Appendix Table 5.Q. Summary Statistics of Seongbukgu 
Socioeconomic Variables

Appendix Table 5.R. Summary Statistics of Songpagu Socioeconomic 
Variables

성북구
q1perc x 126649 0.268 0.064 0.101 0.402
q2perc x 126649 0.239 0.038 0.118 0.285
q3perc x 126649 0.195 0.013 0.162 0.208
q4perc x 126649 0.179 0.042 0.1 0.257
q5perc x 126649 0.12 0.059 0.051 0.361
popltn 126649 23009.14 8537.138 14106 41353
popden 126649 21940.928 9642.218 4541 51429
onephhr 126649 44.017 11.42 18.22 64.402
fourphhr 126649 14.267 4.356 7.48 29.214
lp3 126649 23047.559 7642.272 6616.652 43140.91
lp9 126649 24446.994 7251.647 6585.348 41903.582
eldratio x 126649 15.766 2.24 11.499 21.736

송파구
q1perc x 123433 0.152 0.064 0 0.271
q2perc x 123433 0.19 0.07 0 0.273
q3perc x 123433 0.19 0.048 0 0.241
q4perc x 123433 0.208 0.045 0 0.242
q5perc x 123433 0.222 0.147 0 0.593
popltn 123433 26830.264 6814.873 9903 39668
popden 123433 29437.222 6407.674 5834 39245
onephhr 123433 36.156 10.73 11.159 54.415
fourphhr 123433 18.088 6.076 10.448 36.074
lp3 123433 27709.302 9540.822 7606.372 72320.133
lp9 123433 29945.24 8726.304 8497.066 49880.285
eldratio x 123433 13.23 2.298 6.792 19.684
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Appendix Table 5.S. Summary Statistics of Yangcheongu 
Socioeconomic Variables

Appendix Table 5.T. Summary Statistics of Yeongdengpogu 
Socioeconomic Variables

양천구
q1perc x 75739 0.181 0.061 0.053 0.332
q2perc x 75739 0.186 0.055 0.058 0.259
q3perc x 75739 0.204 0.04 0.101 0.24
q4perc x 75739 0.21 0.032 0.15 0.272
q5perc x 75739 0.219 0.149 0.058 0.616
popltn 75739 25639.851 7860.318 13798 46787
popden 75739 30971.915 8339.458 17201 45947
onephhr 75739 31.501 9.573 12.18 47.635
fourphhr 75739 20.342 7.35 10.811 37.657
lp3 75739 20881.95 12103.422 5726.773 61761.098
lp9 75739 23547.825 11163.287 5348.69 55594.801
eldratio x 75739 14.258 2.68 9.036 19.012

영등포구
q1perc x 147350 0.212 0.073 0.078 0.342
q2perc x 147350 0.217 0.051 0.098 0.278
q3perc x 147350 0.2 0.019 0.137 0.225
q4perc x 147350 0.194 0.039 0.14 0.255
q5perc x 147350 0.178 0.095 0.068 0.487
popltn 147350 25173.891 6559.403 12496 38011
popden 147350 24600.329 7283.705 4103 36227
onephhr 147350 48.4 13.457 29.104 71.254
fourphhr 147350 12.936 4.877 6.056 22.875
lp3 147350 37336.896 29009.764 4863.988 171383.03
lp9 147350 30113.278 14595.283 5994.597 81275.836
eldratio x 147350 14.015 1.871 10.56 18.087
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Appendix Table 5.U. Summary Statistics of Yongsangu Socioeconomic 
Variables

Appendix Table 5.V. Summary Statistics of Eunpyeonggu 
Socioeconomic Variables

용산구
q1perc x 105349 0.213 0.072 0.075 0.358
q2perc x 105349 0.177 0.037 0.071 0.251
q3perc x 105349 0.215 0.02 0.116 0.249
q4perc x 105349 0.181 0.028 0.116 0.236
q5perc x 105349 0.214 0.101 0.076 0.556
popltn 105349 16456.478 5700.997 8116 28961
popden 105349 15764.153 9321.622 5000 44482
onephhr 105349 52.647 11.197 21.808 77.015
fourphhr 105349 10.454 3.777 4.748 23.58
lp3 105349 26986.722 18572.465 5453.165 78252.25
lp9 105349 21181.618 10377.469 6911.159 45545.883
eldratio x 105349 15.917 1.897 11.672 19.289

은평구
q1perc x 100838 0.182 0.036 0.078 0.247
q2perc x 100838 0.197 0.023 0.107 0.222
q3perc x 100838 0.232 0.015 0.173 0.245
q4perc x 100838 0.219 0.018 0.188 0.25
q5perc x 100838 0.17 0.058 0.105 0.417
popltn 100838 30993.592 9471.873 11258 57256
popden 100838 27105.738 9635.007 4966 40560
onephhr 100838 38.182 5.709 26.453 47.342
fourphhr 100838 15.044 2.714 11.352 24.053
lp3 100838 24949.922 9233.43 9069.978 60359.285
lp9 100838 30286.173 10724.804 10292.637 65999.445
eldratio x 100838 17.299 1.758 13.085 20.793
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Appendix Table 5.W. Summary Statistics of Jongnogu Socioeconomic 
Variables

Appendix Table 5.X. Summary Statistics of Junggu Socioeconomic 
Variables

종로구
q1perc x 164699 0.294 0.083 0.116 0.368
q2perc x 164699 0.207 0.044 0.122 0.269
q3perc x 164699 0.207 0.016 0.152 0.252
q4perc x 164699 0.155 0.034 0.124 0.234
q5perc x 164699 0.137 0.091 0.042 0.389
popltn 115595 9188.332 4797.463 2909 19734
popden 115595 12894.599 9384.647 1952 36550
onephhr 164699 61.04 15.248 23.043 79.187
fourphhr 164699 8.6 4.558 3.989 24.818
lp3 164699 55323.736 50214.53 2648.005 161712.17
lp9 164699 25875.484 18459.213 3414.933 66656.719
eldratio x 164699 19.278 2.82 12.86 22.496

중구
q1perc x 152868 0.276 0.061 0.118 0.355
q2perc x 152868 0.214 0.045 0.093 0.269
q3perc x 152868 0.208 0.017 0.169 0.231
q4perc x 152868 0.16 0.033 0.125 0.243
q5perc x 152868 0.141 0.079 0.036 0.316
popltn 152868 6949.568 4270.789 1967 17354
popden 152868 13586.516 13403.624 3169 42003
onephhr 152868 61.123 12.354 27.65 79.414
fourphhr 152868 7.851 3.84 2.855 21.108
lp3 152868 36099.616 22637.165 8714.825 97992.477
lp9 152868 16548.956 6866.262 7319.234 38985.914
eldratio x 152868 18.584 4.316 9.284 25.128
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Appendix Table 5.Y. Summary Statistics of Jungnanggu 
Socioeconomic Variables

중랑구
q1perc x 103631 0.254 0.049 0.127 0.328
q2perc x 103631 0.253 0.031 0.18 0.287
q3perc x 103631 0.216 0.011 0.192 0.231
q4perc x 103631 0.188 0.036 0.139 0.289
q5perc x 103631 0.09 0.047 0.044 0.199
popltn 94298 26331.264 6905.628 14661 39831
popden 94298 25874.376 9113.747 10160 42171
onephhr 103631 43.154 8.155 23.071 56.58
fourphhr 103631 13.343 3.807 8.286 23.819
lp3 103631 21878.427 6596.584 8535.736 36645.883
lp9 103631 25460.978 7021.98 9404.695 39466.555
eldratio x 103631 16.33 1.299 13.506 17.743
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